
Smart meters for agriculture:VibroCounter:

Standard counter for all agricultural machinery 

www.agreto.com

NEW - AgriCounter 

Hour meter

Load counter / Tank counter 

Hektar meter / Distance counter

RotoCounter:

Electronic hour meter for machines with PTO or
devices with rotating parts

www.agreto.com

AGRETO electronics GmbH
Pommersdorf 11
A-3820 Raabs

Mail: office@agreto.com
Phone: +43 2846 620

Your contact person:

 Simple and reliable meters 

 Exact time recording with 3-axis sensor

 Fair billing base according to real use 

 Optimisation of the service intervals for operating time

 Tamper-proof by sealing the housing screws - zeroing, 
adjustment of stettings and battery change only by 
visible damage of the seal possible 

 Robust, one-piece plastic housing

 Protection class IP69k (high-pressure cleaner-proof)

 Made in Austria

 5 years warranty

Your Benefits:

 Fair and complete billing of machine 

operations 

 Ideal for machine rental and 

community machines



AgriCounter Vibration: AgriCounter Load: AgriCounter Drive:

Hektar meter and hour meter for machinery and 

equipment with landing gear or training wheels:

working position = working time

travel position = travel time

Tank counter and hour meter for slurry tankers 

with level indicator and push-off trailers:

Hour meter for the separate recording of working 

and transport time:

Mounting on a folding side 

part or chassis part

Mounting directly on the 

level indicator or on a 

moving part

Mounting directly on 

the wheel

no external 
sensor necessary

2020NEW

no external 
sensor necessary no external 

sensor necessary

 Activation by motion/vibration of the machine

 Separate summation of working time (use in the field) 
and travel time (travel to the field) possible by changing 
the position of the counter 

 Hour display optionally in h:mm or h,hh

 Possibility of setting the necessary intensity of 
movement for activating the counting process 

 Detecting the amount of loads with a special counting 
sequence via changes in position of the counter and 
monitoring of minimum times

 Setting options for angles, times and intensity of the 
necessary movement 

 Activation of the hour counting by motion or vibration of 
the machine

 Activation by roatation of the counter 

 Counts the number of rotations and optionally also the 
operating hours 

 Setting the wheel circumference, working width and 
the necessary intensity of movement

 Activation of the hour counting by motion or vibration 
of the machine
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